Call for Applications: Two URIS Fellowships at the University of Basel

The initiative "Ukrainian Research in Switzerland" (URIS) is calling for applications for two URIS fellowships for the 2022 autumn semester and 2023 spring semester at the University of Basel (Switzerland). The internationally oriented fellowship programme is open to postdoctoral and senior scholars in the humanities, cultural studies and social sciences whose research has the potential to make a substantial contribution to a better understanding of the history, society, politics and culture of Ukraine. Applications are open until 20 November 2021.
Ukrainian language course (Ukrainian II)

URIS is currently organising another Ukrainian language course (Ukrainian II) with our esteemed Ukrainian teacher Yuliya Mayilo. The course will probably take place in the first weeks of February 2022. More information will be available soon on our website and social media channels.

www.uris.ch

URIS has a new website!

We have created a brand new platform for the network, projects and activities of URIS in cooperation with the Basel graphic design studio SUAN Conceptual Design. A big thank you to the wonderful team at SUAN who have guided us through this process since April!
Our new URIS Fellow Mikhail Akulov arrived in Basel in August!

A detailed portrait of the research and teaching activities that our new URIS fellow Mikhail Akulov will be pursuing in Basel and Switzerland during the coming semester is available on our website. Check it out!
Online Lecture Series "Ukrainian Studies. An Introduction"

URIS is offering an online lecture series on interdisciplinary topics related to Ukraine in the 2021 autumn semester. With this lecture series URIS aims to contribute to a better understanding of historical and current developments in Ukraine. The series focuses on fundamental questions about the country's history, politics, society and culture.

If you have not yet registered, you can still do so by sending a short email to uris@unibas.ch.

If you have not yet registered, you can still do so by sending a short email to uris@unibas.ch.
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